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WELCOME AGENTS OF CHANGE
You have now entered the world of Planet IX. This white paper lays
out the game, mechanics, lore and DeFi components in the world of
Planet IX. Planet IX is not a finite game, meaning that much like
a real planet, it is constantly evolving.
As such, this document will evolve along with Planet IX to
capture the innovative add-ons and features that will be implemented into the game for the future.
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SUMMARY
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We’re happy that you have found your way to our White Paper,
where we’ll outline the core parts of Planet IX. As the team is
constantly developing and improving the game, some segments are
left out for now - all in the spirit of pioneering this space. We
have strict deadlines and strive to push updates as quickly and
regularly as possible - and we take this duty very seriously.
The game is set in a post-apocalyptic world, where you, our
players, also known as Agents of Change (AOC), have returned to a
shattered world with a desire to rebuild it towards an ultimate
utopia. Through collective restoration work, such as waste collection and developing blossoming Territories.
The world is made up of more than 1.6 billion hexagonal land
parcels called PIX, which are ERC 721 assets that players trade,
store and develop into Territories in order to create value.
Based on real-world attributes and geographical rarity, the game
includes five tiers of PIX, ranging from Legendary PIX (Capital
City Centers) to Outlier PIX (Deserts and Mountains). Binding
everything together is our ERC-20 IX Token ($IXT), used for all
in-game transactions, interactions with our in-game corporations,
developing PIX, and as rewards for AOCs. The $IXT also functions
as the game’s governance token.
Every tier has its set amount of PIX required for creating a
Territory. For instance, an Outlier Area requires 10 PIX to form
while Legendary requires 50 PIX. There are five sizes of Territories, Area, Sector, Zone and Domain. Five areas form a Sector,
two Sectors form a Zone and two Zones form a Domain. Territories
are then staked for $IXT rewards. The Territory staking pool is
generated from land sales and other in-game purchases and is
divided amongst the Territory holders, with Legendary Territories
claiming the largest rewards.
This is the core of Planet IX, the Territories that ties all
of your PIX together. With greater Territories, you’ll be able
to expand your gaming experience and reap the benefits of larger
pools of rewards. To ensure our game is accessible to everyone, we
are also launching our free-to-play game features.
Planet IX went on-chain on the 22nd of November 2021 after 6
months of intensive product and community building, and today all
game assets are on-chain.
This White Paper will break everything down over the next 76
pages. Enjoy.
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1.2

SUMMARY OF GAME MECHANICS
As a new player you can acquire land through GG Pack drops or
through the marketplace. Your mission is to connect enough land
pieces on the globe to form territories which you stake for IXT
rewards.
You can also utilize your land in Mission Control where you
have to stake land to start cleaning the planet. If you do not
have any land you can raid other players and help clean their land
but keep the bounty. The bounty is Waste, which you can process
or burn to receive other consumable NFTs in your road to building
facilities and begin to farm Energy. Energy is created from Facilities and later staked for IXT or Planet IX rewards.
The overarching mission is to restore the planet to its former
green and blue glory.
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In Planet IX you can connect your Land to earn IXT. You’ll
also be able to farm your way to the IXT without investing anything
other than your time. Connect your land and help rejuvenate the
broken lands and Build the Planet of Tomorrow.

NETEMPIRE

GWS

Y_

LUCKY CAT

[MARKETPLACE]

[WASTE REFINERY]

[TECH AND VEHICLES]

[RAFFLES]

Trade your NFT’s
& build territories

Burn your waste and
recive Astro Credits

Purchase &
uppgrade Tech NFT’s

Enter daily
rafﬂes to win NFT’s

GRAVITY GRADE

ETERNALAB

NEWLANDS

HAVEBLUE

[DELIVERY SERVICES]

[WASTE PROSPECTING]

[CONSTRUCTION]

[COSMETICS]

Purchase packs of
land NFT’s (PIX)

Prospect your waste to
ﬁnd ressources & Misc

Purchase & uppgrade
facilities NFT’s

Personnalisation
& cosmetics

USE REWARDS TO CREATE MORE NFT’s

MISSION CONTROL
// GameFi

Farm resources & treasures through
cleaning your land or raiding other AOC
and use it to craft NFT’s through in-game
corporations.

IX FOUNDATION
// DeFi

Through staking IXT or NFT’s, asset
holders can claim IXT as rewards and
payouts, participate in governance and
actively secure the in-game economy.

STAKE NFT’s FOR IXT REWARDS

TERRITORY
NFT STAKING

LANDMARK
NFT STAKING

ENERGY
NFT STAKING

SINGLE
STAKING

LP
STAKING

POOL
TOGETHER

LENDING &
BORROWING

GOVERNANCE &
FRACTIONALIZATION
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2021

QUARTER 3 & 4

BETA LAUNCH
WEEKLY PACK DROPS LAUNCHED
WEEKLY RAFFLES LAUNCHED
IXT PRIVATE SALE COMPLETED
ORGANISATIONAL GROWTH
FROM 0 TO 30 PEOPLE
AIRDROP IX TOKEN (IXT) COMPLETED
TO 130,000+ WEB3 WALLETS

ON-CHAIN MIGRATION

PLANET IX NEW LOOK & FEEL

BETA MARKETPLACE LIVE
PACK SALES MOVED ON-CHAIN
IXT LIQUIDITY POOLS AVAILABLE ON
QUICKSWAP & SUSHISWAP
SOLD 330 MILLION PIX
(APPROX. 20% OF THE MAP)

PLANTED 300 000 TREES
WITH ONE TREE PLANTED

2022
QUARTER 1

MARKETPLACE 1.0
INTRODUCTION OF IN-GAME
CORPORATIONS
CARGO DROP
Drones
Initiate waste collection

Merkle Tree Rollout
New UI/UX
New Features
PIX Inspector
Map Speed Improvements
Marketplace Filters
Favorite View

LAUNCH OF DECENTRALIZED
FINANCE (DEFI) COMPONENTS

Favorite PIX/Landmarks
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2022
QUARTER 2

Territories
Minting

MARKETPLACE 2.0

Staking
Multi select

400 000 IXT AREA staking bonus

Batch actions

WEB3 TRANSITION

Map speed improvements
Updated UI/UX

Wallet login

LUCKY CAT GENESIS NFT

Mint Drones
Mint Y_ MetaShares

A.O.C GENESIS BADGES NFT
SEASON ONE:
WATERS OF GENESIS CINEMATIC
TRAILER LAUNCH

QUARTER 3

MARKETPLACE 2.5
TERRITORIES

Batch Signatures
Cross-chain compatibility

Sector, Zone, Domain
Release of Territory Staking Pool

LANDMARK
Seasonal roll-out
Mint & Reveal
Landmark Staking

Counteroffer
ERC1155 support
Territory trading

THE GLOBE LAUNCH
A.O.C GENESIS BURN

CARGO DROP
One year Anniversary pack

MISSION CONTROL

Loot Crates
Lucky Cat Metashare

Free to play
Play 2 Earn
20 farmable NFT assets
Play to Impact
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PLANET IX DAOS
Decentralizing IXT Governance & Voting

IX.FOUNDATION 2.0

In-game corporation Governance & Voting
IXT Cat Raff

PERSONALIZATION

Lending & Borrowing
Fractionalization & User created DAOs

Introducing Non-Playing-Characters
& Avatars

2022
QUARTER 4

SPACESHIP NFT
SYNDICATES OF CHANGE
MARKETPLACE 3.0
UI/UX remodel

LUCKY CAT CLASSICS

Open marketplace preparation
Design starts

DECENTRALIZED SOCIAL PLATFORM

Game development

2023
QUARTER 1

LUCKY CAT CLASSICS
NFT Launch

SPACESHIP MISSION CONTROL

Game development

QUARTER 2

LUCKY CAT CLASSICS
Open Marketplace

Game Launch
PVP

Cross Chain

Competitive

All NFTs

Win to earn

Trade from you SpaceShip
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We will continue to enthusiastically expand the gameplay available
in Planet IX. We are excited to see the innovative and exciting new
strategies our players will come up with given the new mechanics
we are introducing in this paper.
We will not rest, regardless of market conditions and macroeconomic factors. Going forward we are introducing new mechanics
that will open the game up for even more strategic, collaborative
and rivalrous gameplay.
The vision for Planet IX has always been to create an utterly
immersive and compelling gameplay set in a visionary metaverse.
We aim to connect the physical world with the digital world and
to provide a platform geared towards positive change to the real
planet and to all people that live on it.

END OF CHAPTER 1 – Executive Summary
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INTRODUCTION & VISION

PAGE# 014

We are at the dawn of digital property rights and non-fungible
tokens. NFTs emerged as early as 2016, with projects like Age of
Chains and Rare Pepes using Bitcoin to create blockchain trading
cards. These early experiments morphed into larger projects during
the halcyon days of 2017 and 2018. In particular, the launch of
CryptoKitties seemed to capture lightning in a bottle with its potent mix of cat memes and an enthused and ever-expanding community.
Now the internet was ready and eager for whatever was next. NFTs
went from simple ownables to bona-fide collectibles overnight. The
rise and frenzy of collectors, memelords and internet aficionados
proved that NFTs are here to stay.
NFTs have since evolved far beyond these early experiments.
Millions of dollars are being commissioned to artists through
platforms like SupeRare and OpenSea. More recently we’ve been seeing the emergence of next-generation NFTs and platforms, expanding
into digital art and land purchasing. We’re beginning to see NFTs
intersect with trends in DeFi (like Aavegotchi, MEME, and WHALE),
and also serve as the bedrock for next-generation gaming platforms
and the emerging metaverse. Decentraland and Cryptovoxels are both
great examples that serve flashing glimmers into worlds that we
could earlier only see visualized in science fiction films like
Ready Player One.
Today, we’re at a turning point in the application of NFTs.
One where we can carve out robust property rights in the digital
realm in a way that mirrors the real world. Trillions of dollars
of intellectual property and data rights, along with billions of
dollars of art and other entertainment value could one day be
managed by a blockchain.
Planet IX is at the forefront of a revolution in the virtual
land strategy development space. It provides tools to decentralize
and empower the gaming community, while also helping individuals
use their passion and skill to play and build businesses. Blurring
the lines between the digital and the physical world, we and the
players redefine the term reality again and again.

2.2

WHY PLANET IX?
We aim to empower players both in their gaming experience and with
real-life rewards.
The development of social media giants such as META has
allowed hundreds of millions of people to gather, interact, share
content and play games together. The networks led to the formation
of huge online communities and gaming companies, but the platforms
themselves are under the control of centralized entities. That
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means that the participants in these online communities don’t
have true ownership over their virtual environments, nor over the
digital assets within them.
The team behind Planet IX believes in a decentralized gaming
experience, where the game creators don’t have sole ownership.
The true vision of Planet IX is to give the players full control
of their gaming experience. Users will be able to define both PIX
development and gaming flow, while also earning rewards with the
proceeds from Planet IX Tokenomics. Planet IX community members
can also add and earn greater value by developing PIX Territories
or by acquiring Landmarks (more on these assets in the next pages).
The development of the Planet IX platform began in 2020. At
that time, integrating NFTs into game-play wasn’t getting much
attention in the media, mostly because of the consumers’ lack of
knowledge and context. Since then, considerable advances in NFT
infrastructure have paved the way for new and innovative projects
within the field. For example, Coinbase, the world’s largest cryptocurrency exchange, has officially stated that they are launching
its own NFT marketplace.
With this growth in the digital asset industry, there’s now a
large enough user base to fuel the growth of decentralized gaming
communities like Planet IX. Blockchain infrastructure like Ethereum augmented with Layer 2 scaling solutions makes it possible to
create new, highly efficient methods to process micropayments and
transactions.
Cryptocurrencies as a global, instant, and low-cost payment
medium are still evolving. Polygon, one of the state channels of
Ethereum, will serve this purpose for Planet IX.
There are more centralized solutions currently operational,
but they require sacrifices in other areas, such as interoperability with other systems, privacy, and standardization. Planet
IX is built with a design philosophy that prioritizes low-cost and
direct payments between PIX collectors.
Community collaboration is key to building a more sustainable
world – a world that can also be profitable. Just as in the real
world, the value of PIX on Planet IX is affected by how owners
choose to develop their land. The emerging possibilities of what
can be created in the metaverse is one of the core drivers of
interest in the game. Eventually, this development will culminate
in earning potential utility rewards by gaining native Planet IX
Tokens.
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Planet IX is an online crypto game based on Non-Fungible Tokens
(NFT). Our NFTs act like game assets and are therefore utilities
in-game. Many of our NFTs need to be burned or bred for the player
to be able to get further into the game.
Just like the planet itself, the game architecture will evolve
over time. This means further depth in Play-to-Earn, DeFi and many
other features and mechanics. We believe this will create a truly
immersive and groundbreaking gaming experience.

2.4

METAVERSE
Planet IX is not like any old game with a simple beginning, end, and
happily ever after. It is an evolving eco-system of multi-layered
player journeys. Planet IX is a bridge between the digital and
the physical world where environments can be both claimed, bought
and sold. Environments that will eventually also be customizable;
enabling and encouraging both creativity and strategizing for the
individual player.

END OF CHAPTER 2 – WHAT IS PLANET IX
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In the year 2089 climate change has ravaged the planet. A lack of
fresh air, clean water and fertile soil means the planet can no
longer sustain life. Scrambling for what is left of the natural
resources, citizens are now beginning to turn on each other. Civil
unrest lead to civil war and ultimately world war.
As a response to the crumbling society, a radical cell was
formed. Agents of Change, also known as A.O.C. Founded by 32-yearold Ame Valdis, the cell’s plan is to de-life Earth. Disillusioned
with the hostile environment and the people in it, the A.O.C.
believe it is the only way for civilization to resurrect. A
crucial element to truly begin again is the destruction of all
living things and all that is human; history, art, culture, architecture and digital archives. Out of the ashes into the future.
The A.O.C. begin their metamorphic destruction by poisoning
the oceans, detonating bombs in nuclear power plants, burning
forests and wiping all digital data. When they leave Earth in a
fleet of ships looking for new planets, all talk of human history
and the old world is strictly forbidden.
Fast forward to the present day. The year 2539.

3.2

DISCOVERY OF PLANET IX
An AI system known as A.M.E. (Altered Mind Emotion) has been on a
voyage through time and space. Roughly 450 years and several nibiru
nebula rotations after leaving what they previously called “home”,
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the system finds and detects a habitat. Post scan examination,
the planet’s geography, temperature, gravity and atmosphere is
deemed as a top candidate for resurrecting the Agents she has
been storing on board the (3x3)Eye mothership. To ensure that all
agents have a common goal and avoid potential severe psychological
impacts, A.M.E. had all of their minds altered - or to be more
precise - erased. None of the agents are therefore aware of the
fact that they’ve actually returned full circle - back to Planet
Earth.

3.3

A.O.C. (AGENTS OF CHANGE)
During the 450 years of travel, A.M.E. had humans of special
skills called Agents of Change on board her ship in a controlled
comatose state, using a cryo-bed system. She even bred new Agents.
On Planet IX, our players are the A.O.C.

You as an agent of change have a mission to carry out. And if
successful, you will be granted Governance on Planet IX.

3.4

MISSION
The simple but vital task for the Agents of Change is now to
restore Planet IX and make it habitable once again (even though
the “once again part” is nothing they’re aware of). After having
acquired land, each A.O.C. is instructed to collect waste to clear
up land. This will leave the land ready and prepared for further
development and in the future, terraforming. The A.O.C. can now
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also begin the process of forming territories. This mission will
require coordination between the Agents of Change and if they are
successful; flora and fauna will flourish once more as the ecosystem is reborn. The tasks and challenges set for the Agents of
Change will change and evolve as the game progresses - all to meet
the needs and obstacles that come along with creating (restoring)
a livable planet.

3.5

SEASONAL APPROACH
Our seasons on Planet IX, can be seen as eras. They are not set or
planned to a schedule. Season 1 (Waters of Genesis) could last up
to a year or two, and the following seasons may just be a couple
of months long.
Instead of being based on climate and environment, the shifting of the seasons will be based on and affected by the progress of
the agents as a collective, and on the restoration of the planet
as a whole.
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The first season in the Planet IX story is Waters of Genesis. It
includes all of the first editions of NFTs that are part of the
extensive collections that Planet IX will deliver.
The first season, as the story suggested, has left the planet
with no life. No fauna or animals exist. The earth is barren.
Wastelands. The air is trafficked by thick carbon ash. Oil spills
cover the seas. Landfill and debris of past human civilizations
are abundant. Forests burned. Cities are broken. The remaining
relics of the past lay dormant and ready to be discovered. What
remains in the meters of waste covering the surface? What can be
found? What was not lost?

END OF CHAPTER 3 – LORE

CINEMATIC STILLS FROM
PLANET IX LAUNCH TRAILER
“WATERS OF GENESIS”
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In our ambition to build the world’s largest NFT based game we
quickly saw the need to choose an infrastructure that could support our immense ambitions, provide cost effective transactions
and be fast enough to enable compelling gameplay.
Finally, we wanted to build our Metaverse on a platform that
shared our values concerning sustainability.
After extensive research we settled on Polygon as the only L2
solution capable of meeting all of our stringent requirements.
Polygon is incredibly cheap and quick to use and it is sufficiently decentralized. Perhaps most importantly, Polygon is one of the
most environmentally friendly and sustainable blockchains in the
market today.
Polygon is a protocol and framework for building and connecting Ethereum EVM-compatible blockchain networks. It is a modular
interoperability protocol which guarantees Ethereum’s deterministic finality on a much faster and scalable node network. Polygon
combines the best of Ethereum into a much more agile developer
experience. It uses the EVM’s established stack, tools, language
and standards in a custom WASM execution environment, with a
highly scalable consensus algorithm.

Sidechains

Sharding

Quorum

Cosmos

Polkadot

Polygon

Ethereum Compatiblity
Scalability
Security
Sovereignty
Interoperability
User Experience
Developer Experience
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Polygon’s stability is provided by a pool of professional
validators, with dedicated throughput and resources, with fully sovereign governance. Native support for arbitrary message
passing, bridges to external systems and its instant transaction
finality make it the perfect choice for a highly ambitious project
like Planet IX - with mass adoption, upgradability and community
collaboration in mind. Its compatibility with industry wide tools
like MetaMask, Remix, Chainlink, and other existing ecosystem
leaders further prove its trustworthiness and reliability.
Polygon provides the core components and tools to join the global
blockchain digital economy.
Polygon architecture consists of four abstract, composable layers:
1. Ethereum layer: Polygon uses Ethereum, the most secure
programmable blockchain in the world, to host and execute
mission-critical logic. Implemented in smart contracts these
functions include staking, finality, disputes and messaging.
2. Security layer: A set of validators that periodically
check the validity of transactions and secure the network.
3. Network layer: Responsible for block-production, local
consensus and up time.
4. Execution layer: The virtual machine implementation which
runs execution and state transition.

Smart Contracts

Execution environments

Evm

Ewasm

Transaction
Collation

Consensus

Validator
Management

Finality

Odering

Validation

Staking

Disputes

Data

Execution Layer

Polygon
Networks Layer

Proof Generation

Security Layer
(Optional)

Messaging

Ethereum Layer
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IXT is an ERC-20 standard token on the Polygon Network. The ERC-20
introduces a standard for fungible tokens with the property that
each token is exactly the same (in type & value) as another token.
IXT is the medium of exchange in the Planet IX ecosystem, it
serves as in-game currency, rewards and confers voting rights. IXT
is the only ERC-20 in the game economy of assets and is the key to
playing the game, trading and purchasing assets.
IXT tokenomics are engineered to develop a sustainable ingame economy while also bootstrapping the user base with incentive
mechanisms. The gamification of a fungible asset is the very
foundation on which the game relies, leveraging an innovative custom play-to-earn model to reward active players and stakeholders
developed by our statistical team.
IXT benefits from a four-year vesting schedule optimized to
secure the stability of the game for a decade to come.
With a total of 153M IXT, Planet IX has a considerably lower
total issuance than its main competitors with an average of around
2 billion.
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8.35%

17.94%

Advisors
Investors
& Advisors

PAGE# 026

16.7%

Founders, Employees
& Consultants

Play to Earn

5.55%

Ecosystem Fund

15.89%

Liquidity Event

15.66%

Staking Rewards

6.52%

13.38%

Airdrop 01

Airdrop 02

A total of 153,258,228 IX Tokens have been minted, and will become
accessible over four (4) years, starting on November 22nd, 2021
at 12:00 UTC.
The initial four-year allocation of the total supply is as follows:
• 15,89% or 24,358,228 to community holders made through a
Liquidity Raise.
• 19,90% or 30,500,000 to early uses as retroactive airdrop rewards.
• 17,94% or 27,500,000 to Play 2 Earn rewards, distributed
through
a combination of win rate, game progress & user
decisions points.
• 15.66% or 24,000,000 as in-game rewards of Staking Pools.
• 8,35% or 12,800,000 to advisors.
• 16.70% or 25,600,000 to founders, employees, and consultants
of Nibiru Software.
• 5,55% or 8,500,000 to the Planet IX eco-system.
The exact amount of tokens and break-down can be found HERE.
Shareholders, directors, officers, employees, and consultants
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of Planet IX and the Planet IX Foundation are issued IX tokens.
4.17% is initially distributed but locked in a vesting contract
for the first 2 months. All contractual agreements require an
equal scheme where 2,08% of that are vested month-by-month, and
released every 3 months equally throughout the total 48 months
of issuance. All employees and consultants will also be subject
to various vesting rights and obligations that could result in
them losing their rights to further vest tokens if they are not
fulfilled as stipulated.
Regardless of any lockup on prior employees or consultants,
Nibiru Software may make proposals, delegate votes, or vote on
proposals related to the Planet IX DAO.

4.4

DEFI
On https://ix.foundation players can choose to stake their IXT to
4 different lock-up periods to secure the long term stability of
the ecosystem. For different reward payouts, players can stake for
1, 3, 6 or 12 months, all carrying different weight distributions.
The longer IXT is staked in the in-game staking contracts,
the more rewards will be paid out after the lockup period ends.
Staking IXT for longer periods stabilizes the token volatility.
There is 24,000,000 IXT allocated to be used as in-game rewards
over the next 4 years. The result of this allocation is 533,333
IXT every month which will be awarded to players who stake their
IXT in an ascending monthly table.

4.5

GOVERNANCE
Governance is at the very core of web3 innovation. Enabling global,
decentralized, trustless governance is a feature blockchain applications need to use and promote. For this, PlanetIX is building an
in-game governance portal and is actively educating and onboarding
its players to web3 governance. Therefore, a game genesis DAO will
be created: The PlanetIX DAO.
After successfully bootstrapping the game economy and the
community, the Nibiru Team will seek to establish democratic
governance structures and decentralized decision making in all
aspects of the development of PlanetIX, to effectively hand over
ownership and governance to the players and the holders of IXT.
The PlanetIX DAO will be the first governmental body taking
hold of the game after the initial set up. Through the in-game
governance portal, players and team members will be able to make
proposals and submit ideas and recommendations for the future of
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PlanetIX. Through on-chain voting mechanisms, players will be able
to guide the games narrative, development and growth.
In the future, the ‘players-network’ will organize and strategize to set up new smaller DAOs, purpose specific DAOs and
potentially even locally defined DAOs to work in cooperation with
the PlanetIX DAO to achieve certain goals and implement specific
strategies and generally develop and grow all aspects of the game
in a mutually beneficial way for all contributors.
Besides, every in-game corporation will also have their own
governance tokens called ‘MetaShares’. Some of these MetaShares
are already out on the market,
the rest will be distributed
through sales, airdrops or in-game events the following year.
By owning a MetaShare of an in-game corporation, the player will
act as a shareholder of that corporation. What this means is that
the MetaShare owners will participate in governance votes on any
changes proposed to the structure of the corporation as well as
earn a dividend share in the earnings of that in-game corporation.
In the future, led by the PlanetIX DAO, a vast number of sub
DAOs will form alliances and strategies to push the game development to the next frontier in online gaming: an open metaverse.
We envision a world where a cluster of purpose specific DAOs form
guild-like organizations that take ownership in PlanetIX and its
many moving parts, through vote delegations and other strategic
features.

END OF CHAPTER 4 – IX TOKEN (IXT)
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The goal of all game mechanics in Planet IX is to end up in
IX Foundation where the rewards are paid out in IXT

NETEMPIRE

GWS

Y_

LUCKY CAT

[MARKETPLACE]

[WASTE REFINERY]

[TECH AND VEHICLES]

[RAFFLES]

Trade your NFT’s
& build territories

Burn your waste and
recive Astro Credits

Purchase &
uppgrade Tech NFT’s

Enter daily
rafﬂes to win NFT’s

GRAVITY GRADE

ETERNALAB

NEWLANDS

HAVEBLUE

[DELIVERY SERVICES]

[WASTE PROSPECTING]

[CONSTRUCTION]

[COSMETICS]

Purchase packs of
land NFT’s (PIX)

Prospect your waste to
ﬁnd ressources & Misc

Purchase & uppgrade
facilities NFT’s

Personnalisation
& cosmetics

USE REWARDS TO CREATE MORE NFT’s

MISSION CONTROL
// GameFi

Farm resources & treasures through
cleaning your land or raiding other AOC
and use it to craft NFT’s through in-game
corporations.

IX FOUNDATION
// DeFi

Through staking IXT or NFT’s, asset
holders can claim IXT as rewards and
payouts, participate in governance and
actively secure the in-game economy.

STAKE NFT’s FOR IXT REWARDS

TERRITORY
NFT STAKING

LANDMARK
NFT STAKING

ENERGY
NFT STAKING

SINGLE
STAKING

LP
STAKING

POOL
TOGETHER

LENDING &
BORROWING

GOVERNANCE &
FRACTIONALIZATION
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The digital plots of land on Planet IX are called PIX. The native
game view is a map of Planet Earth, geo-linked with a hexagonal
grid layer spanning the entire planet. Earth’s surface consists of
roughly 1.7 billion PIX – i.e. each PIX being a unique NFT. This
means irrevocable ownership can be attached and documented on the
Polygon blockchain network.
As the game and story unfolds the players are treated with
expansive lore set on a broken planet in the distant future. The
progression of the game is dependent on the collective efforts of
the players. The initial challenge is to restore Earth to once
again flourish and become a habitable planet - all by using a
number of assets built on the digital land we call PIX.
To achieve this the players need to strategize, trade, sell and
buy PIX inside this futuristic yet topical metaverse.
As A.O.C. collect various assets, a number of complex and
interesting game mechanics will begin to emerge. The A.O.C’s will
need to gather their resources in order to be able to construct
next-generation technology. This will also give them the opportunity to engage in trade as well as conflict with other A.O.C. all in order to achieve their shared goal of restoring the planet.
The in-game economy is meticulously crafted in order to avoid
hyperinflation. We aim to provide players with a multitude of
difficult strategic trade-offs without compromising the player’s
ability to form communities and express themselves creatively.
Careful consideration of the trade-offs will be rewarded both
by pure economic incentives as well as by the satisfaction of
out-competing your fellow A.O.C.
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Planet IX has its own proprietary marketplace called NETEMPIRE,
that allows the players to trade their PIX as they wish. I.e a free
market where supply and demand rule. The Marketplace fee is set to
5%, and will be distributed differently depending on if the PIX
is traded in a landmark zone or not. If a traded PIX is located
within a Landmark zone, the entire 5% fee will be collected by the
Landmark and distributed to stakers of that very Landmark NFT. If
the PIX is traded outside of a Landmark zone, then 2.5% of the fee
goes into the Planet IX treasury for future in-game rewards and
2.5% will be burned. The 2.5% burn will make IXT deflationary.
As the marketplace develops further the fees might be subject
to change. The power of decentralization is that the players will
be able to have a voice in any changes made to in-game functions.
Their game. Their market. Their rules.
The Marketplace is the core of Planet IX and is always in
development to further improve the user experience for our players. We advocate adaptation, change, and innovation to all of our
A.O.C’s - and we want to lead by example.
As this vision slowly comes to fruition we will not rest.
We are envisioning a marketplace that will eventually cover all
digital assets across all chains. This essentially means that
we will challenge the biggest players in the crypto space - a
goal we won’t reach without the help and hard work of our A.O.C.
In the coming quarters we will focus aggressively on building
a marketplace with functionality that can outcompete all other
marketplaces. Every. Single. One.
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As stated above in “BASICS OF THE GAME”, Planet IX is a virtual
copy of planet Earth which has been divided into 1,684,607,257
hexagons using the H3geo system. These hexagons are referred to
as PIX and each PIX is a unique ERC-721 Token (NFT). The PIX,
once sold, are generated in our backend and then inscribed in
a proprietary Merkle Tree. This enables off-chain assets to be
connected through their hashes to a WEB3 wallet. The PIX is then
minted the moment they are involved in a transaction.
The PIX
are categorized along five rarities and nine different biomes.
The two dimensional classification of a particular PIX is purely
a function of their respective geographical locations. So for
example, a PIX in central Paris is a Legendary Capital City Center
whereas a PIX in outer Siberia might be an Arctic Outlier.
PIX can be acquired either through our weekly pack drops or purchased from other players on the proprietary Planet IX Marketplace.

LEGENDARY
/ Capital City Center

RARE
/ Capital City
/ Metropolitan Area

307 m²

2 150 m²

UNCOMMON
/ Natural Reserve
/ Coastal Line

15 048 m²

COMMON
/ Suburban Area
/ Countryside Are

105 333 m²

OUTLIER
/ Arctic & Mountains
/ Desert & Tundra

737 328 m²
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The foundation of Planet IX consists of individual PIX. However,
individual PIX are not productive assets by themselves. When adjacent PIX are connected to form Territory NFTs, more game mechanics
unlock that will allow users to generate rewards. Territories are
more valuable since they can be staked for rewards denominated
in IXT. A Territory is a collection of between 10 to 1000 PIX,
all adjacent to at least one other PIX in the collection. The
main strategic objectives for the A.O.C´s is to collect PIX in
order to maximize their potential resource production and develop
territories on Planet IX. To develop a territory, a player must
obtain a sufficient number of adjacent PIX, and then go on to
mint the collection of PIX into a new Territory NFT. The minting
process is manifested in a burn mechanism in which an A.O.C. sends
a cluster of adjacent PIX to a burn address and in turn receives
a newly minted Territory NFT. The number of PIX required to form
a particular kind of territory depends on the tier according to
the table below:
There are four main types of Territory NFTs: AREA, SECTOR,
ZONE, and DOMAIN, with DOMAIN requiring the largest number of
total PIX to form. Multiple PIX are linked together to create a
Cluster. However, you are only allowed to mint a new Territory NFT
once you link enough adjacent PIX together to form an AREA.
AMOUNT OF CONNECTED PIX
NEEDED TO FORM TERRITORIES
BELOW.

OUTLIER

COMMON

UNCOMMON

RARE

LEGENDARY

1

1

1

1

1

AREA

10

20

30

40

50

SECTOR

50

100

150

200

250

ZONE

100

200

300

400

500

DOMAIN

200

400

600

800

1000

PIX
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Landmark Relics are an exclusive collection of NFT´s inspired by
Earth’s natural and cultural historical sites. The Landmarks are
assigned different rarity tiers and star ratings according to the
fame and historical importance of the respective Landmarks.
The ownership of these Landmarks is distributed using Landmark
shares, the number of shares varies across the collection, from
many thousands to a single share. Each Landmark has an earning
diameter. The full marketplace fee (5% of the value of each trade)
conducted within this radius will be awarded to the stakers of the
specific Landmark shares.
The Landmarks are raffled off from Lucky Cat, one of the
in-game corporations. The raffle tickets are included in special
pack drops, airdrops, or other events.
LANDMARK RELIC EXAMPLE

EARNING DIAMETER (KM)

TIER/STAR

1

2

3

4

5

6

OUTLIER

25

25

50

100

200

2000

37,5

37,5

75

150

300

2000

50

50

100

200

400

2000

62,5

62,5

125

250

500

2000

125

125

250

500

1000

2000

COMMON

UNCOMMON

RARE

LEGENDARY
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Planet IX and the company developing the game believes firmly that
the world must be set on a sustainable path soon. Syndicates of
Change represents part of our efforts in this direction.
Exclusive NFTs will be created and integrated into the game
and using the same mechanics as Landmarks, a portion of trading
value will be directed towards the NGO´s and projects that our
community wants to support.

5.8

AMELIA FOUNDATION
Sustainability is at the core of Planet IX culture and mission.
This means that the ambition to be a force for good and Building
the Planet of Tomorrow is integrated into every aspect of Planet
IX. Our purpose is to drive the sustainability agenda and roll
out our strategies for in-game mechanics as well making sure that
we live as we learn through monitoring and compensating for the
environmental impact of our respective teams throughout the world.
This effort is necessary but not sufficient in the face of
the scale of the problem we are facing. We will therefore be going
much further; by creating a dedicated foundation focused on our
sustainability efforts, which we will call The Amelia Foundation.
Once the company is up and running we aim to dedicate a portion
of all earnings into this foundation. The foundation will then
allocate the resources towards the company’s mission to bring
about a lasting positive change on our world.
We are doing this because the team behind Planet IX is committed to making a lasting impact on the world. We are especially
concerned about the large-scale environmental degradation that is
currently taking place across the globe and we must be a part of
the conversation and the solution. The purpose of the foundation
will be to create sustainable and large-scale positive impact on
the environmental degradation of our planet. This will be achieved
through impact investing as well as by partnering with ESG and
sustainability focused initiatives, projects and companies.
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The foundation will also work to provide a platform and a home
for a narrative centered on scaling positive impact and enabling
sustainability using Web3 technology. To achieve this we have
identified five different categories of opportunities which we
intend to support:
• Local restoration and cleanup initiatives.
• Venture projects within sustainability with chances of
asymmetric ROI.
• Established organizations with clear and measurable impact
for every dollar invested.
• Yield bearing and sustainable assets i.e solar farms.
• Startups and established Web3 based projects making an impact
in sustainability.

END OF CHAPTER 5 – METAVERSE
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During the centuries-long voyage through the galaxy in search for
a home planet, it was almost natural that an economic system was
created. A Few A.O.C. visionaries and leaders created companies
for the upcoming future of a possible colonization.
From an interstellar delivery company to hardware vendor. The
economic foundation for humans to work, produce and keep hoping of
a future where they are no longer in deep space, but in orbit of
a promised land: a Planet.
Some of these companies were created to give people a reason
to believe, while others have been created after A.M.E. found the
habitable Planet.
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Gravity Grade® / GG®
Inteplanetary Delivery Company
2517

COMPANY PROFILE:
Your one-stop shop for PIX. Whatever you need - standard, express
or special edition. For max velocity and reliability, GravityGrade®
is the planetary logistics company that delivers.
SLOGAN:
PACKAGE DROP PRIME.

LOGOTYPE

CURRENT OFFERING:
GravityGrade® Pack Drops are weekly drops where A.O.C. can get a
fresh batch of PIX to their inventory. All packs come in S/M/L
and availble as both Standard or Express delivery. Standard packs
have a more appealing price point while Express ensures your PIX
will be minted faster. Certain packs also contain Lucky Cat raffle
tickets.
DEVELOPMENT PLANS:
GG® is going on-chain. Meaning all packs will soon be NFTs. GG®
will also start to include bonus assets.
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NetEmpire INC
Marketplace and Map Render
2517

COMPANY PROFILE:
For all contract-related business on Planet IX,(like buying, selling and trading PIX or other assets) NetEmpire is the go-to place
to build your empire.
SLOGAN:
BE THE EMPIRE.

LOGOTYPE

CURRENT OFFERING:
Planet IX has built its own marketplace for the trading of NFTs,
which is an in-game corporation named NetEmpire. This is where
the players trade their PIX and other NFT assets in their mission
to restore the planet. The Marketplace launched on November 22nd
2021 and has since then hosted millions of trades. It includes a
variety of functions that allows the players to easily buy and
sell their assets, all of which are defined below:
DEVELOPMENT PLANS:
NetEmpire is planning on challenging the biggest players in the
game. They are currently developing their smart contracts for
cross-chain and adoption of all digital assets. Rumors say they
will roll out chain by chain already this winter. Rumors also say
that they are cooperating with Y_ to give the users a never seen
before trading experience.
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Lucky Cat
Raffles, Contests & Games
2109

COMPANY PROFILE:
Take a chance to hit the jackpot with Lucky Cat raffles and
contests. With Lucky Cat - playtime is all the time! www.luckycatraff.com
SLOGAN:
DO YOU FEEL LUCKY, CAT?

LOGOTYPE

CURRENT OFFERING:
Lucky Cat is an in-game corporation that allows the A.O.C.´s to
participate in raffles. These are lotteries where the winning
ticket is awarded a Landmark share. In the future Lucky Cat will
introduce no-loss lotteries and much more. A percentage of all
sales from Lucky Cat is stored in the Lucky Cat wallet, this
wallet is governed by the Lucky Cat MetaShare.
DEVELOPMENT PLANS:
Lucky Cat is planning to develop a series of classically inspired
games. The setup will be competitive player vs. player on top of
the Planet IX tokenomics. The games will feature a large number
of NFT assets which can be both purchased, traded and upgraded in
the Metaverse of Planet IX.
The Lucky Cat Classics will be built on top of an arena contract
which guarantees safe and immutable systems for the competitive
games. In other words enabling classical ESports with a decentralized payout system.
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Y_
Tech & Hardware Vendor
2181

COMPANY PROFILE:
To achieve the goal of restoring the world to its glorious past
the A.O.C.´s need advanced machinery. This is where Y_ comes in.
SLOGAN:
SIT BACK AND ENJOY THE RIDE.
CURRENT OFFERING:
The game changing advanced tech-equipment and currently sold out,
Harvester Drone, is the first of many offers yet to come from Y_ to
aid and support all A.O.C in their mission to restore the Planet.
A percentage of all purchases that go through Y_ is stored in the
Y_ wallet which is governed by the Y_ MetaShares.
LOGOTYPE
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Global Waste Systems Inc.
Waste Management
2109

COMPANY PROFILE:
Bring your waste and convert it into valuable loot. GWS deals with
all types of waste - no clean up is too big or small!.
SLOGAN:
WHEN LIFE GIVES YOU WASTE, MAKE IT GOLD.
CURRENT OFFERING:
This corporate entity converts collected waste into Astro Credits.
The price which Global Waste Systems is willing to pay for the
waste will vary over time depending on market demand.

LOGOTYPE

The Waste NFTs you’ve collected you can take to GWS and burn to receive Astro Credits. The rate here is 1:1. This transaction takes
6 hours for every 25 Waste you decide to burn and the max capacity
is 100 Waste per session. GWS ratio for Waste to Astro Credits may
differ as the season goes on. GWS most of the waste that they go
through, they do save a small percentage of the waste. This waste
is governed by the Global Waste Systems MetaShare holders.
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EternaLab®
Lab Filtration & Purification
2109

COMPANY PROFILE:
Welcome to EternaLab®. A trusted partner for the waste management
industry and laboratory. Our widest range of state-of-the-art labbased ultrafiltration devices are used to concentrate and filter
our clients matters and hopefully provide them with a cleaner end
product.
SLOGAN:
YOURS ETERNALLY.

LOGOTYPE

CURRENT OFFERING:
EternaLabs® is a waste refinery and one of the cleanest corporate
giants operating in the Planet IX metaverse. For a small price,
EternaLabs® will sift through waste in order to extract valuable
assets such as Bio-M0ds, Easter Eggs, and Blueprints. It takes
time for EternaLabs® to process waste, but depending on market
conditions the rewards for providing your waste to EternaLabs®
may at times be much greater compared to providing waste to Global
Waste Systems. However, the chances of finding any of the highly
coveted in-game assets are not guaranteed. EternaLabs® burns most
of the waste that they go through, they do save a small percentage
of the waste. This waste is governed by the EternaLabs® Metashare
holders.
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NewLands LLC
Construction Company
2109

COMPANY PROFILE:
Founded in 2109, NewLand’s quality and trustworthy business ethic
has stood the test of time. Adapting the business to suit the ever-changing needs of its clients, NewLands offer planet-friendly
materials with results you can truly rely on.
SLOGAN:
DEMAND IS OUR SUPPLY.

LOGOTYPE

CURRENT OFFERING:
NewLands LLC has recently constructed Energy generating facilities,
and the higher the tier on your Facility the faster it produces
energy. To upgrade Facilities, players will need to commit Energy,
Astro Credits, Bio-M0ds and time. The more energy that is burned
by the player, the faster the Facility upgrade will be completed.
Most of the Astro Credits that Newlands generate as revenue will
be burned, however, they do save a percentage in their wallet.
This wallet is governed by the holders of Newlands LLC MetaShares.
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Haveblue Cosmetics AG
Cosmetics Vendor
2501

COMPANY PROFILE:
One of the newest companies in IX. Founded in 2501 to create a
healthy status competition amongst all Agents of Change. Want to
show-off your well-deserved achievements? Haveblue has exactly
what you are looking for.
SLOGAN:
COSMIC COSMETICS.

LOGOTYPE

CURRENT OFFERING:
HaveBlue is the place to go when you want to customize the look and
feel of your own profile in the game. Whether it is a new banner, a
fresh background or getting any of the upcoming avatars, HaveBlue
has everything you need to stand out and level up. A true Agent of
Change must live up to their name. HaveBlue takes a small portion
of each purchase and keep in the HaveBlue wallet. This Wallet is
governed by the HaveBlue MetaShares.
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A.M.E.
ALTERED MIND EMOTION
PRE-DEPARTURE

COMPANY PROFILE:
Although A.M.E. is believed to be named after Ame Valdis, A.O.C.
Founder. Very little is known of the A.I system that runs both in
and off orbit.
SLOGAN:
UNKNOWN
CURRENT OFFERING:
UNKNOWN

LOGOTYPE
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1/3

Y_: PIERCER DRONE

NEWLANDS: RADIANT GARDENS - RARE FACILITY

ETERNALAB: LEGENDARY BIO–M0D
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GRAVITY GRADE®: ANNIVERSARY PACK

NETEMPIRE: LEGENDARY PIX

HAVEBLUE: A.O.C. SILVER BADGE

NEWLANDS: BLUEPRINT
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SELECTED IN-GAME ASSETS
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WASTE

LUCKY CAT: PREMIUM RAFFLE TICKET

ASTRO CREDITS
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At the time of writing we’re creating a market for shares in the
in-game corporations. This enables players to invest in these
corporations by purchasing meta-shares. This gives the holders of
the MetaShare governance rights to the said in-game corporation.
Giving the possibility to dictate the future of the game and how
to use the treasury accumulated by sales from the company.

END OF CHAPTER 6 – IN-GAME CORPORATIONS

Y_ METASHARE

LUCKY CAT METASHARE
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With a strong gaming & finance team background we aim to gamify
the tokenomics as much as possible. The first step into this is
to gamify staking. By bridging off-chain gameplay with on-chain
rewards we take the first step into web3 gaming.
Farm NFTs for free in Mission Control. Farm, burn, stake &
merge your way to greater NFTs and in the end stake consumable
NFTs and receive the IX Token as reward.

COLLECT WASTE

CONSUMABLES

ASTRO CREDITS

BUILD FACILITIES

UPPGRADE FACILITIES

ENERGY

EARN IXT

EARN PIX
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Mission Control is where A.O.C. can put their assets to work,
without losing the rich geographical data embedded in the map.
Their
inventory of Drones, Facilities and many more upcoming
in-game assets will be displayed in one-view to give the user a
clearer outline and more control over their assets. It is also the
hub where the player gets a complete overview of their inventory
and can set up a public player profile.
Mission Control will be ever evolving in order to capture the
rich and diverse set of assets A.O.C. can own and utilize.
It is meant to provide a manageable and consolidated way of viewing
assets without the loss of complexity or in-depth data.
WIP GAME FOOTAGE

In Mission Control, the player will have a set number of
tiles on which they can stake their NFT assets. At any point in
time every A.O.C. will have the same number of tiles which will be
capped at six tiles as the start. However, as the game progresses
the number of tiles available for use will also increase.
At first the player can stake land on their tiles, either
single PIX or Territories (Area, Sector, Zone & Domain).
Once a piece of land is staked on a tile, waste generation will
commence. The player can then collect this waste by simply clicking on the tile with their staked assets. Waste spawns according
to a Poisson(12) distribution, with an average of 12 waste every
24 hours, while at any point in time no more than three units of
waste can accumulate on a tile.
A.O.C can also stake Tech and Structures on top of their land.
When tech or structures are staked on the tiles, waste will not
spawn on these tiles.
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The Drones are Planet IX first example of a tech asset. These are
machines and contraptions which either perform existing functions
more efficiently, or introduce entirely new mechanics into the
metaverse. The Piercer Drones were sold to our early supporters
and no more of this specific tech will ever be sold. Since the
drones are mintable as ERC-1155 NFTs, they can be traded or sold
on the secondary market. To ensure fairness to new players, there
will be a cap on the number of Drones a player can utilize in
Mission Control. New players who wish to own a Drone will have to
trade with existing owners to acquire one.
The Drone is staked on the tiles in Mission Control and
farms the ERC-1155 WASTE Token, after 48 hours it reaches MAX
capacity and the WASTE needs to be claimed. Players without the
Piercer Drone or Genesis Drone can also collect waste but will be
disadvantaged in this regard as compared to players who do own a
Harvester Drone.
The Genesis Drone will yield an average of 14 Waste per day
(24h), where the waste will be generated according to a Poisson(14)
distribution. Meanwhile, the slightly less exclusive Piercer Drone
will generate an average of 13 waste per day, again according to
a Poisson distribution.
Waste generation distribution using 10 million samples.

13
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10

15

20
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Expanded cargo capacity and waste collection rate upgrades
for the drones can be purchased at Y_. Such upgrades could for
example enable the Drone to operate autonomously for a longer
duration of time, or enable it to more accurately collect waste
rich in Bio-M0ds.

7.4

RAIDING
Inside the upcoming Mission Control we are introducing an exciting
new mechanic allowing for some non-lethal and entirely sustainable
rivalry.
In this new mechanic a player may raid other players’ Mission
Control and abscond with their waste.
When a player wishes to engage in raiding they are able to
generate a list of other players along with the amount of waste on
their land. The player can then decide which player they would like
to raid. If the player isn’t satisfied with the raid prospects,
they can spend Astro Credits to re-roll the list for potentially
better targets to raid.
The success of a raid is not certain. The amount of waste
stolen will also be a function of the player’s performance in a
mini-game associated with the raiding mechanics. The raided player
is given 6 hours to defend themselves by trying to beat their
attackers in the same mini-game. If the defender gets a higher
score than the attacker, the attack is evaded.
Players will have inventory slots where they can place NFT
assets that have certain boosts that impact their raid performance. For example: + 10% in raiding success (increasing the base
value of this players raiding success rate) or + 10% in defense
(decreases attackers base success rate by 10% when raiding this
player)
Y_ will also sell attack and defense tech which can be placed
on the tiles.
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Planet IX is covered in trash. Literally. Toxic waste, remnants
of ancient civilizations and carbon ash are just some of the vile
contaminants that are collected into the Global Waste Systems refinement system. Waste is best collected through Harvester Drones.
But make sure to keep an eye out for future waste collection
contraptions supplied by Y_.
The first phase of making the planet habitable again is to
start clearing all the waste. Players can clean the planet without
owning any other assets in the game; making the game free to
play. You farm your waste through raiding other peoples PIX and/
or collecting the waste from your own land.
Once you collect your waste you have two options:
1. You can refine your waste at GWS (Global Waste Systems). This
will take some time for GWS to burn your waste but in return
you will receive Astro Credits.
2. You can go to EternaLab and let them filter your waste and
roll the dice on the possibility of uncovering Bio-M0ds, Blueprints or exciting Easter Eggs. This process also takes time.
Players will need to decide if they want to risk prospecting
their waste at EternaLabs for the potential of receiving rare
resources, or sell the waste to Global Waste Systems for guaranteed returns.

WASTE

GLOBAL
WASTE SYSTEM

ETERNALAB
[WASTE PROSPECTING]

[WASTE REFINERY]

Astro Credits

Blueprints

Bio-M0ds
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The table below gives the probability distribution according to
which Bio-Mods and Blueprints will be found when a player elects
to prospect their waste.

RESOURCES

PROBABILITY

Legendary Bio-M0d

2,41%

Rare Bio-M0d

6,02%

Uncommon Bio-M0d

12,05%

Common Bio-M0d

18,07%

Outlier Bio-M0d

24,10%

Blueprint
Probability of ﬁnding nothing

1,20%
36,14%
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Whenever you loot waste from a tile, complete a successful raid or
claim waste from your drone, you have a chance of finding bonus
loot. Each unit of waste harvested contributes a 0.5% chance of
finding bonus loot, to a cap of 100%.

The Loot Crate may contain different amounts of bonus loot
in it. When the loot crate is burned, the player receives between
2-5 bonus loot items.
Every bonus loot has set probabilities as specified below:

BONUS LOOT

PROBABILITY

Legendary Bio-M0d

1,94%

Rare Bio-M0d

4,85%

Uncommon Bio-M0d

9,71%

Common Bio-M0d

14,56%

Outlier Bio-M0d

19;42%

BluePrints
Astro Credits

0,97%
48,54%
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There are five tiers of Facilities, congruent with the PIX tiers.
A player may acquire a Facility through Newlands. To construct a
Facility a player must pay the requisite cost in Astro Credits,
Bio-M0ds and Blueprints and after having made the payment must also
wait a certain time period for the construction to be completed.
RESOURCES

QUANTITY

Legendary Bio-M0d

1

Rare Bio-M0d

5

Uncommon Bio-M0d

5

Common Bio-M0d

10

Outlier Bio-M0d

10
1

BluePrints

1000

Astro Credits

7.8

FACILITY CONSTRUCTION
The tier of the facility that is minted is based on probability.
Legendary is the most rare and Outlier is the most common. See
more in the table below.
FACILITY

WEIGHT

PROBABILITY

Legendary

1

1,961%

Rare

5

9,804%

Uncommon

10

19,608%

Common

15

29,412%

Outlier

20

39,216%

However, you can shift the probability of getting a certain
tier of facility by adding more Bio-M0ds of that tier to the
construction recipe. The more Bio-M0ds a player burns to create
the facility, the higher the probability becomes of obtaining a
higher rarity facility.
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More specifically, when constructing a facility, the rarity
will be determined by a set of probabilities
where
denotes the rarity (by the first letter of in the
name of each rarity) and
					
Let the additional amount of each Bio-M0d expanded by the
player be given by
where
Then the probabilities
will be updated according to:
					
There are several reasons behind the selection of this model.
First, the new probabilities constitute a probability distribution
since1:
				
then

Second; if
			

And specifically, if
		

for all

then

		

Therefore a player can always increase his or her chances of
receiving the desired rarity by expending additional Bio-M0ds of
that same rarity.
And finally, for a fixed

then

					
While the probability approaches unity asymptotically, there
is always some benefit to expending additional Bio-M0ds.
Facilities are a key component in the Waters of Genesis season, as it is the only way to acquire Energy which can be staked
for $IXT or PIX rewards.
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Energy is produced by staking your Facility. The level and tier of
your Facility, times the power of your land, determines how much
Energy is produced.
A single PIX gives 1 Power
AREA Territory gives 3 Power
SECTOR Territory gives 4 Power
ZONE Territory gives 5 Power
DOMAIN Territory gives 6 Power
The Facility can be upgraded all the way up to LVL 3.
This means that a LVL 3 Facility together with an AREA Territory
produces 9 Energy (3x3).
The tier of your Facility & Land also dictates how fast Energy is
produced.
Outlier: Produces Energy every 24 hours
Common: Produces Energy every 20 hours
Uncommon: Produces Energy every 16 hours
Rare: Produces Energy every 12 hours
Legendary: Produces Energy every 8 hours

ENERGY PRODUCTION AMOUNT
FACILITY

PIX

AREA

SECTOR

ZONE

DOMAIN

Level 1

1

3

4

5

6

Level 2

2

6

8

10

12

Level 3

3

9

12

15

18

PRODUCTION LEAD TIME

Lead time

OUTLIER

COMMON

UNCOMMON

RARE

LEGENDARY

24h

20h

16h

12h

8h
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Energy Staking will take place on IX.Foundation.
A.O.C’s can choose to stake for $IXT or PIX rewards
For the $IXT staking pool;
When a player stakes their Energy NFTs, they need to match the
amount of Energy staked with IXT in a 1:1 ratio.
The monthly reward pool will be distributed like the regular
Single Staking; a certain amount of tokens per day divided amongst
the stakers as a function of the amount of energy that they have
staked.
There are some criteria for the full size of the token pool to be
distributed. This depends on how many Facilities are minted and
where the full pool is released when 30,000 facilities are minted.
The share of the pool is distributed according to
			
Where
If there are not enough stakers to trigger the release of the full
reward pool for that month, then the remaining rewards will not be
paid out. It will instead be pushed forward and distrubted over
the following 12 months as shown below.

MONTHS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

% OF
PRIZE POOL
DISTRIBUTED

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

5%

5%

5%

4%

2%

2%

2%

Additionally, there will be an introduction of a third staking
pool. This pool will be available for the players who wish to
support The Amelia Foundation.
The Amelia Foundation will be the vehicle through which the company behind Planet IX will, in the near future, support various
projects, companies and NGO´s and we are inviting our players to
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help us in this mission to pursue our sustainability initiatives.
A percentage of the IXT generated by using this third staking pool
will go directly to The Amelia Foundation wallet.
For the PIX staking pool:
An A.O.C will stake one of three set amounts of Energy and equal
amount of $IXT. The pool then generates a GG PACK DROP for the
player to claim each week.
These packs also contain a Loot Crate & Blueprints

END OF CHAPTER 7 – GAME 
MECHANICS
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8.1

DEFI INTRODUCTION
Planet IX offers an ever expanding multitude of DeFi services and
products. The goal is to build a sustainable ecosystem which can
provide a basis for years of development to come.
The longevity of Planet IX and its community is of paramount
importance to us, and this is reflected in all decisions regarding the DeFi aspect of the game. $IXT staking contracts provide
incentive for the player base to participate in the bootstrapping
of the in-game economy, whilst staking contracts for in-game
assets distribute rewards to players for their in-game actions and
decisions. The in-game fees contribute towards the various pools,
providing long term incentives for committed users of Planet IX
and its DeFi offerings.
In addition to this, Planet IX is committed to continuously expand and refine its portfolio of DeFi products. This is
achieved both through proprietary development and partnerships
with third-party DeFi protocols that improves the offering for the
players.

8.2

TERRITORY STAKING
For territory staking, 25% of all revenue generated from GG Pack
& Cargo drop sales flows back into the Planet IX economy in the
form of Territory staking reward pools. The accumulated IXT will
then be distributed to players who have staked their Territory
NFTs. Rewards are calculated as a function of the rarity and level
of the Territory NFT staked. For example, a Domain made up of
legendary PIX will generate far greater rewards than an Area NFT
made up of outlier PIX.
The split of the staking pool by Territory level and rarity
is detailed below:
TERRITORY SPLIT
AREA

SECTOR

ZONE

DOMAIN

OUTLIER

0,50%

1,00%

2,00%

5,00%

COMMON

0,80%

2,00%

3,00%

7,00%

UNCOMMON

1,00%

2,00%

4,00%

10,00%

RARE

1,20%

3,00%

5,00%

12,00%

LEGENDARY

1,50%

5,00%

9,00%

25,00%
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It is important to note that one of the key themes we had
in mind when developing the calculations for the in-game rewards
splits and timing was longevity; that is, we want new players and
veteran players alike to reap the rewards of the more advanced
territory NFTs (i.e Legendary Domains) in order to further progress
the ecosystems over time. Therefore, it was important for us to
develop a system where players are rewarded heavily for expending
the time and effort into building harder-to-acquire Territory NFTs
without exhausting the reward pool too quickly. With that in mind,
we decided that more advanced Territory NFTs will have higher
rewards, but those rewards will be paid out over longer periods
of time. The payout time of staked Area NFTs is one month but the
payout of staked Domain NFTs is over a period of 12 months with
much higher total rewards. Look to the table below for the full
breakout of the time for payout for each level of Territory NFTs:
TIME FOR PAYOUT OF ACCUMULATED POT (IN MONTHS)

8.3

AREA

SECTOR

ZONE

DOMAIN

OUTLIER

1

3

6

12

COMMON

1

3

6

12

UNCOMMON

1

3

6

12

RARE

1

3

6

12

LEGENDARY

1

3

6

12

TERRITORY POOL UNLOCKING
In developing our staking model for Territory NFTs, we stayed
cognizant of the scalability and rate of growth of our ecosystem.
Projects that have scaled too quickly have had trouble accounting for rewards exhaustion, and projects that have scaled too
slowly risk failure to even launch. We want to manage our growth
effectively, and avoid a huge early mover advantage where the
early adopters of the game receive all the rewards, leaving later
players empty handed. Obviously, it would be unfair to have only
one player with a Legendary Domain NFT minted and staked which
would leave them with no competition in the staking pool. We want
each player to have the opportunity and time to build up to that
level of Territory and enjoy those rewards. Therefore, we have
implemented a system where only a percentage of the staking pool
is paid out if there are not enough stakers.
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Where

TERRITORIES
STAKED

1

2

4

6

9

14

22

35

56

90

145

FRACTION
OF POOL
RELEASED

0,1

0,14

0,22

0,29

0,39

0,53

0,68

0,83

0,94

0,98

1

1,0

0,8

SHARE OF STAKING POOL

PLANET IX

0,6

0,4

0,2

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

NUMBER OF PLAYERS PARTICIPATING

If there are not enough stakers to trigger the release of the
full reward pool for that month, then the remaining rewards not
paid out will be pushed to the following months based on the level
of the territory reward pools. For example, if there is only 1
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Sector NFT staker, then only 10% of the monthly reward pool will
be paid out to that single staker. The remaining 90% of the reward
pool will be pushed to the following month reward pools (based on
the percentages specified in the tables below)

1,0

TOTAL SHARE OF STAKING POOL DISTRIBUTED

PLANET IX

0,8

0,6

0,4

0,2

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

NUMBER OF PLAYERS PARTICIPATING

REWARD
PUSH

MONTHS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

DOMAIN

12

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

5%

5%

5%

4%

2%

2%

2%

ZONE

6

30%

25%

20%

15%

5%

5%

SECTOR

3

50%

30%

20%

AREA

1

100%
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GLOSSARY
8.4

INSURANCE
As incredible as Web3 is, the age old problem of how to survive
if disaster strikes is still with us. The world of seed phrases,
digital and cryptographic signatures and IT-security is daunting.
Meanwhile, significant financial value is created within the
metaverse we are building and we want our players to feel secure.
To achieve that we’ve partnered with Avata, an innovative startup
offering insurance exclusively for digital assets, as well as
the global insurance giant Generalis, to create a tailor made
insurance for Planet IX assets.
Initially insurance will be offered as an option when an
A.O.C. mints a territory, but in the future we aim to offer
insurance for the entire content of our players wallets.

8.5

WHAT IS A LIQUIDITY POOL?
The liquidity of a financial asset refers to the speed with which
the assets can be sold without negatively affecting its price. A
liquidity pool is a crowd-sourced pool of cryptocurrencies or tokens locked in a smart contract that is used to facilitate trades
between the assets on a decentralized exchange (DEX). Liquidity
pools play an essential role in every crypto currency ecosystem.
More specifically, this works by locking an adequate amount of
tokens in a smart contract. This pool then enables cryptocurrency
trading by ensuring that a trade can always take place at the
market price. Without a healthy amount of liquidity in the IXT
ecosystem, players could find it difficult to buy or sell IXT
within the time frame they want.

8.6

LP STAKING
Our goal with the LP staking is to allow players to provide
liquidity for the ecosystem and stake your LP tokens to earn more
IXT. By providing liquidity you secure the network, demonstrate
ownership of the game and ensure stable exchanges. Engagement is
rewarded with regular payouts to all stakers. There are 90,000 IXT
allocated each month for players who elect to provide liquidity to
the Planet IX ecosystem.
Finally, it is extremely important to understand that LP
Staking Liquidity Providing comes with a risk of impermanent loss
and slippage, please read more about that here: https://academy.
binance.com/en/articles/impermanent-loss-explained
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IXT CAT RAFF is a new raffle hosted through the in-game corporation Lucky Cat, which is responsible for the raffles on Planet IX.
Every Thursday at 12:00 AM GMT we will be hosting a draw of raffle
tickets that players can purchase throughout the week by staking
10 IXT. Each A.O.C. can buy as many tickets as they like, and
the tickets are valid for the draw that occurs every Thursday at
12.00 AM GMT.
These tickets will be available anytime before the drawing on
Thursday. For example, a player can deposit 10 IXT on Wednesday
and they will receive 10 tickets for the raffle. On Thursday,
those tickets will then be entered into the LUCKY CAT RAFF for a
chance to win a portion of the 2,500 IXT weekly reward pot. The
tokens staked in exchange for the raffle will be locked for at
least one week, and the user will not be able to use IXT for ingame functions.
After each week’s raffle, since the raffle acts as a “No Loss
Lottery”, each user will have to interact with the contract again
to receive new tickets for the following week’s raffle. Users are
also free to withdraw their IXT from the pool to receive their
IXT back, but the withdrawal lock will be set to one week after
the first raffle and the user will not have access to that IXT
until that period ends. There will be 5 winners each week, and the
payout structure is below.
The payout structure:
1) 40%
2) 27%
3) 19%
4) 10%
5) 4%

8.8

FRACTIONAL VAULTS
With fractionalization of NFTs, holders can create their own
DAOs, divide rewards to their network, spread wealth across their
strongest supporters and work together to accumulate wealth.
Guilds can build multi-asset vaults to optimize capital
efficiency and manage their DAO treasury more democratically,
while individual players may accumulate massive amounts of assets
and wealth with the buying power of their community.
Fractional Vaults also allow for the most scarce and rarest
assets of the game to be owned by many. For instance, if a DAO
acquires a Domain Territory it can vault the Domain Territory and
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distribute shares to all members.
Players can also form alliances around Vaults - a vault that
all players from this area may own a stake in and which carries a
large accumulation of territories. We believe in the power of DAOs
and will act to provide the foundation of creating a decentralized
platform where the players own and decide on the future together.

END OF CHAPTER 8 – DEFI
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